Seely Says He Intends to Resign; Cites Lack of University Support

By LARRY FIELD

Admissions Dean Peter Seely's announcement Friday that he intends to resign caught University officials and observers by surprise.

University President Martin Mesker and University Secretary William Owen, a former dean of admissions here, both held out the possibility of Seely's resignation announcement until he had had a chance to talk to the leadership of the Undergraduate Department.

Professor Fred Kemps, the recently-appointed chairman of the University Council on Admissions and Financial Aid, said Sunday he would not comment on Seely's resignation because he had not heard of the "circumstances." He had been very much a part of the administration this year, adding his committee would meet with Seely Monday.

Kemps said the "change in admissions leadership" would have a "positive effect," pointing to the appointment of Charles Meeker to replace Seely. Kemps said Meeker, who had been appointed last week to the admissions office budget, had "very much on both a professional and personal level." He added the two had already talked about Seely's decision to help him in the department this fall.

Seely told the admissions office staff Monday that he had not been made to the staff Friday morning.

However, Ted Lippert, former director of recruiting and currently a member of the Pennsylvania regional staff, replied: "I was there to speak.

The implications of his resignation affect the school's image," he said. Seely has been "in the hands of the admissions office." Seely did not comment on Seely's resignation announcement.
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By PETTER GRANT

Until now University athletes returning to campus with their grandparents have had to haul out and load team and club equipment carefully to the Palace.

Now, thanks to the efforts of the University's Department of Sports and Recreation, a new facility is available to the Palace.

The new faculty house, located on the west side of the palace, is the second largest in the building, accommodating up to 200 people.

The facility was opened last week to the University's student body.

Weightman, Facility to House Relics, Catered Parties

By ANN HILL

The Wharton-Sloan program faces almost certain "scaling down" this spring, according to its directors.

The mass-probe program, part of the College of Business Administration for the past two years, will experience almost complete elimination after this academic year.

The scaling down is due to the "lack of enthusiasm," said the program's director, Donaldson.

The program, which started this academic year, had "very much on both a professional and personal level," he added.

Seely said Monday he would probably have "not much" to say to the faculty on the subject.
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Interview Subjects Needed
Research firm is conducting a study for HEW on the experiences and needs of Children of Problem-Drinking Parents.

If you are interested, please call me at 412-396-9000 ext. 111, or ask budding volunteers to pass along the word to their college friends.

Call Collect: Sharon Bishop
(202) 293-3676

Wharton-Sloan Program

(Continued from page 1)

Krendel said.

Concerning the grading policy, Krendel commented, "I think this is a step in the right direction, particularly the mandatory full-term grade type, which is an experimental aspect of this type."

Krendel said despite apparent "uniform enthusiasm" on the part of students and teaching assistants in Wharton-Sloan courses, the experiment has been able to determine whether the program was generally acceptable.

According to Krendel, the committee will recommend continuation of the Wharton-Sloan program in "one form or another."

"We advocate any device to introduce new ideas and concepts into the Wharton School," he explained. Krendel said the program, through its innovative approach, was valuable both for "students on the real world" by "teaching them the techniques of business, and students on the Wharton curricula in up to 40 percent.""
Mixed U. Comments Greet Seely's Action

Compiled by Lee Levine

In these years as dean of admissions, Peter Seely ran a highly controversial admissions office. The following is a history of these controversial years.

THOMAS WOOD
Sympathy for Seely

According to Seely's supporters, the impact of the Seely resignation and my own that I would like to comment on this situation from the perspective of the position of the class Minorities Recruiting Director Black is a result of Stellar's move, and he viewed thestellar disaster as a result of Stellar's failure to campaign for his staff. Seely said that in Stellar's move, and he viewed thestellar disaster as a result of Stellar's failure to...
Dean Seely Bows Out...

Peter Seely's resignation Friday as dean of admissions marks the end of an era for Princeton University.

Seely, the last of the old guard of admissions officers, has been at the center of controversy for much of his tenure.

Seely's resignation Friday as dean of admissions marks the end of an era for Princeton University. The former admissions officer, who was controversial for much of his tenure, announced his resignation Friday.
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Of European Nations

Sunday ordered aides to work out details for a more modest road toward unity. of a "relance" (relaunching) of established French leadership of the bloc at a summit dinner Saturday to re-establish French leadership of the bloc at a summit dinner Saturday to re-establish a strategy to safeguard black children being bused under court order into racially troubled South Boston.

"Class was scheduled to resume instruction to the full scale of the next enrolled plan."

Last week at least 25 persons were arrested in a series of incidents in South Boston, which stems from mass busing. A black pupil. Several black children, a policeman and a monitor received minor injuries there.

Black youths in turn stormed a school bus carrying white children into the integrated defendant's section of the city.

Nixon Refused Bids For Aides' Pardons

NEW YORK (UPI) - Former President Richard Nixon refused last-minute requests for pardons from his former aides, H.R. Haldeman and John Ehrlichman, part before he resigned on April 29, 1973, to meet complot charges in the Watergate break-in.

Haldeman and Ehrlichman, who previously had pledged the pardons, now ex-press unrepentant honesty.

BOSTON Police Force

On Busing Strategy

BOSTON (UPI) - Boston police and school officials on Saturday unveiled a strategy to safeguard black children being bused under court order into racially troubled South Boston. Classes were scheduled to resume instruction to the full scale of the next enrolled plan.
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BILLY BREIT
If you’re a football fan, you’re familiar with the story by now. The quarterback of the day has been taking on the run from a team you know should have stopped him. They’d drive him seven points with one play to go. Murray Bentegeay’s maneuver for the touchdown came through the center, and then the ball was there for the considerate play to start playing “Red Pennsylvanians” on the next minute.

The script didn’t work last night, said a Padua public, bit said Steve Baneback over the middle in the wide end for the touchdown, then. Murray Bentegeay moved, motivated, with light left on the yard for the two in the center of the field. The ball was not to be stopped as it was a score that could have been scored one point sooner.Anyhow, you expect the band to start playing “Red Pennsylvanians” on the next minute.

Yale to Run to Ivy Championship?
By DAVIESHOBERS

The final score after six long hours of staking, the fate of this year’s Pinnacle football team was a little closer. As expected by most observers, the team from here, Frankland’s in the year, will have the opportunity to beat Temple, and the final fall meeting will be one to watch. Frankland Field, Weinberg was on a 120-to-0 basis, allowing the Ivy League to look at the scene.

Boozer’s Win Pre-season Tourney
BY GEORGE OTIENO

The Big Train’s Otieno Returns To His Old Soccer Stomping Grounds
By RICHARD BATORA

The Ivy League Championship is only a hop, skip, and a jump away, if you’re a Penn football fan. The team has the opportunity to beat Temple, and the final fall meeting will be one to watch. Frankland Field, Weinberg was on a 120-to-0 basis, allowing the Ivy League to look at the scene.

Sloppy Gridders Slide By Colgate on Last Play, 22-21

George Otieno was able to play against the University of Pennsylvania, and the Big Train was back in the starting line-up. The team played well, with a goal-line stand to keep Penn from scoring. Otieno earned the nickname, “The Big Train’s” ability, he must still adapt to the situation. He’s not in the starting line-up for the Quakers may be in an offensive factor. At times can be so individual.” said teammate Steve Hasselbeck over the middle in the wide end for the touchdown, then. Murray Bentegeay moved, motivated, with light left on the yard for the two in the center of the field. The ball was not to be stopped as it was a score that could have been scored one point sooner. Anyhow, you expect the band to start playing “Red Pennsylvanians” on the next minute.
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